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Nineteen Candidates
The Alpha Chi Chapter of Kappa
Delta Pi, national honorary fraternity,
announced nineteen candidates in
chapel on Monday, November 20. The
seniors, nine in number, are: Catherine
R. Bauserman, Woodstock; Rebecca
Todd Beery, Harrisonburg; Rowena
A. Briel, Richmond; Kathryn Harlin,
Harrisonburg; Mary Sue Hamersley,
Randolph; Lillian L. Lambert, Bridgewater; Sarah Catherine Minnick, Mt.
Jackson; Ruby Virginia McCloud,
Norfolk; Vada Evelyn Steele, Harrisonburg.
The ten juniors who were among
the new members were: Kathleen Carolyn Carpenter, Norfolk; Julia Edmund Courter, Amelia; Douglas Kathleen MacDonald, Scotts, N. C; Katherine Esther Matthews, Cambridge,
Md.; Frances Vivian Pigg, Washington, D. C; Joyce Anabel Rieley,
Ttroutville; Ruth Merle Schular, East
stone Gap, Va.; Marion Carlton Smith,
Norwood, Pa.; Eugenia Trainum,
Louisa, Va.; Mary Van Landinham,
Petersburg, Va.
Membership in this honorary education fraternity is based upon scholarship, leadership and character, and
only juniors and seniors are eligible
for membership.
Other members of Kappa Delta Pi
are Janie Shaver, president; Ruth
Behrens, historian; Mildred Simpson,
Sarah Lcmmon, Alice Kay, chairman
program committee, Madeline Newbill, Dorothy Williams, Hilda Hisey,
Frances Whitman, vide-president;
Ha^el Wood, recording secretary; Virginia Earman, treasurer; Elizabeth
Kerr, Mary Shaver, Gladys Farrar,
Mary Spitzer corresponding secretary.

S.I. P. A. MEETS NOV. 17-18
AT W. & L. UNIVERSITY
The Ninth Annual Convention of
the Southern Interscholastic Press Association was held ay Washington and
Lee University, Friday and Saturday,
November 17-18.
Schools were divided into four
classes according to enrollment for the
purposes of making the following
awards:
I. Newspaper:
Class A. The Monocle, John Marshall, Richmond, Va.
Class B. The Chatterbox, George
Washington High School, Danville,
Va.
Class C. The Siren; Montgomery
High School, Montgomery, W. Va.
Class D. The Orange and Black,
Central High School, Lonaconing, Md.
II. Magazine:
Class A. The Black and Gold, R.
J. Reynolds High School, WinstonSalem, N. C.
Class B. The Critic, E. C. Glass
High School, Lynchburg, Va.
Class C. The Record, R. E. Lee
High School, Staunton, Va.
III. Annuals
Class A. The Marshallite, John
Marshall High School, Richmond, Va.
Class B. The Critic Crest, E. C.
Glass High School, Lynchburg, Va.
Class C. The Record, R. E. Lee
High School, Staunton, Va.
Class D. Facts and Fancies, Washington Seminary, Atlanta, Ga.
Registration began Thursday evening. An informal reception was held
at the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity
house, Thursday afternoon for delegates who arrived early.
Prof. William L. Mapel, director of
the Lee school of journalism at Washingtctfr-and Lee, made an address, Friday morning*.which was followed by
short talks by winners of the 1932
publications contest, news of the current events contest, and a newspaper
talkie.
(Continued on Page Two)

As an added convenience to the
students, the BREEZE is publishing a
directory of faculty members, their
addresses, and telephone numbers. The
following list includes only instructors. Supervisors will be given next
week.
Name
Address
Phone No.
Duke, Dr. S. P., S. T. C
634
Aiken, Alimae, Shenrock Court 827-J
Anthony, Katherine, 35 Maplehurst
Ave
7J8-J
Blackwell, Adcle, Shenandoah
Apt
393-W
Boje, Louise, Wellington Apt. .'695-L
Buchanan, Virginia, Gambill
Apts.
615-W
Chappelear, G. W., 96 Gratton
Street
327-R
Cleveland, Elizabeth, Carter House
Conrad, Mrs. Gco. B., Hamilton
Terrace
631
Converse, Dr. Henry, 50 Paul
.Street
33-J
Cook, Annie Bailey, Alumna: Hall..263
Cournyn, Clara W., Hamilton
Terrace
164-W
Dingledine, R. C, 821 S. Main
Street
81
Frederickson, Dr. O. F., 660 S. Main
Street
.....430-W
Gibbons, Howard K., Ott
Street
641-L
Gifford, Dr. W. J., 700 Ott
Street
641-L
Hanson, Raus, 759 S. Mason
Street
76-W
Hoffman, Margaret, 594 S. Main
Street
14
Hudson, Ruth, 275 South Main
Street
.,
76-W
Huffman, Dr. C. H.. 271 Grattan
Street
93
Johnston, Althea, Shenandoah
Apt
393-L
Lanier, Bessie, 871 S. Main St
587
Logan, Conrad, 1110 South Main
Street
293-R
Mcllwraith, John, Shenrock
Court
827-W
Marbut, Helen, 574 S. Main St. .327-J
Michaels, Gladys, 903 S. Main St. 267
Moody, Pearl, Practice House
536
Newton, Anne, Ashby Hall
Normand, Dr. C. E., Weaver
Ave
811-L
O'Neal, Pearl, 607 S. Main St.,....164-J
Palmer, Grace, 65 Cantell Ave. 565-R
Phillips, Ruth L, Miller Apts
56-L
Pickett, Dr. H. G., 1041 S. Main
St
353
Robertson, Julia, Shenrock Ct. 827-R
Ruebush, Mrs. J. K., Dayton
74
Rucker, Margaret, Sheldon Hall
Savage, Dorothy, 755 S. Mason
Street
559
Sawhill, Dr. J. A., 178 S. Mason
Street
710-R
Shaeffer, Edna T., 130 Campbell
Street
229
Secgar, Mary Louise, Sheandoah
Apt
393-W
Shorts, Clyde P., 518 W. Market
Street
376-L
Spiker, Fred B., Woodstock, Va.
Turner, Clara G., Jackson Hall
Waples, Mary, Infirmary
263
Weems, Dr. Rachel, Spottswood Hall
Wilson, Myrtyl, Miller Apts.
56-L
Wright, Dr. J. W., 166 W. Market
St
51-J
o

CLASS RINGS ORDERED
BY UPPER CLASSMEN
Rings have been ordered for the
senior and junior classes. Quite a
number of seniors who failed to get
rings last spring ordered them this
fall. They placed their order with
L. G. Balfour Co. Approximately
thirty juniors ordered rings from the
C. H. Eliot Co. of Philadelphia, Penn.
These rings have a standard setting
but may be obtained with any stone
and finish desired.

CALENDAR
Friday, November 24—Schoolma'am Bazaar. Big Gym
Saturday, November 25—Motion
Picture
Sunday, November 26—Y. W. C.
A.
Thursday, November 30—Thanksgiving Day

SPORTS LEADERS CHOSEN
Basketball sports leaders have been
recently elected in the following
classes: senior, Mary Smith, Lancaster;
junior, Julia Courter, Amelia; and
sophomore, Marguerite Holder, Winston-Salem, N. C.

AUDIECE ENTERTAINED
BY A. A. COMEDY TRIAL
The musical comedy, Trial by Jury,
which was so successfully produced
Friday night, November 17, by the
Athletic Association has merit probably more from the standpoint of entertainment than from the standpoint
of literature.
The author, Sarah Lemmon, hats
creditably created a courtroom scene
in which several somewhat trivial incidents, typical of Harrisonburg State
Teachers College life, are brought out
in the trial. Some of these were: the
rainy nights of formal dinners; a
student who forgot to save her fork,
and was tried for eating her pie with
a spoon; the over-watchful /lightwatchman; the distasteful subject of
Sunday's brown bags; and finally the
trial of the entire faculty. Much
mirth was called "orth at the presentation of these several trials, each
of which is always an excellent subject
for the critical conversation-maker.
Written in a charming light rhyme,
interspersed with appropriate choruses,
and familiar melodies taken from Verdi
opera (?) and some quaint folk songs,
with original words added, the result
was a most enjoyable hour of music
and H. T. C. comedy.

MAGAHEYSVILLE WINS
CLOSE GAME AT H. T. C.
With both sides fighting hard McGaheysville High snatched a victory
from Linville-Edom in the last few
minutes of an exciting game played
Monday, November 20, on H. T. G.'s
court.
During the first quarter neither side
could get near its goal, both teams
playing a strong defensive game. Then
by a long shot from center LinvilleEdom scored the first goal, McGaheysville followed with a close shot which
scored. Each side made two goals on
free shots, thus ending the half with
the score tied 4-4.
Beginning the second half McGaheysville, by fast playing made several goals. Linville-Edom rallied in the
fourth quarter and with Acker leading the fight swept McGaheysvillc off
its feet for a moment and with only
a few minutes to play tied the score
8-8.
Enthusiasm mounted high with both
teams playing hard for the winning
goal. McGaheysville by a long shot
just before the whistle won the victory by two points.
The line-up follows:
McGaheysville
Linville- Edom
(10)
(8)
Kingre
R.F.
Richards
Miller
L.F
Liskey
Acker
C.
«
Leap
Karne
R.G
Leap
Hanley
L.G
Life
o
Statistics prove that married students at Wyoming University average
better grades than those unattached.

Dr. John W. Wayland Ray Frye's Orchestra
Addresses Assembly Will Furnish Music
'Dr. John W. Wayland, former proThe annual bazaar, sponsored by
fessor of history and social science the Schoolma'am staff, will be given
at H. T. C, and author of a number of Friday, November 24, at eight p. m.,
books, was the principal speaker at in thf Big Gym. As an added attracchapel exercises, Wednesday, Novem- tion, Ray Frye and his orchestra, a
ber 22, Dr. Wayland, who is well local favorite, will furnish music for
known to the students of the college, the entertainment.
chose as his topic, The Shenandoah
This year, Margaret Smith, business
Valley and Its Literature, citing many manager of the Schoolma'am, will disincidents and places significant in the play suitable Christmas presents for
literary history of the valley.
men, as well as the Indian jewelry,
Sidney Lanier, the famous poet, rugs, purses, trick boxes, etc., which
spent a short time in the Shenandoah make excellent gifts for women. In
Valley, in 1789, according to Dr. order that everyone may buy of the
Wayland, and while here wrote his displays, charge accounts will be open
well-known The Sciences of English to students, all of which will be payVerse.
able after Christmas.
Miss Mary Townsand wrote the
Each class and organization has been
posm, The Georgia Volunteers, in Au- asked to put on a stunt; The Schoolgusta County around 187^-78.
ma'am is offering a prize for the best
, Among the incidents with a greater one. A prize is also being given toliterary significance were, (1) the night for the best poster made. This
establishment and organization of % poster-making contest was open to
school in Harrisonburg, by Bishop everyone.
Margaret Smith asked that everyFrancis Asbury in 1794, (2) the estabone
having a date for Friday night
lishment of a printing press in New
come—and
bring along the date. The
Market by Admiral Hinkle, (3) the
price
of
admission
will be ten cents.
writing of an epic poem on the adventures of Daniel Boone by a native of
COLLEGE GLEE CLUB
this vicinity.
jln 1816 two men who became disSINGS IN RICHMOND
tinguished in their field began to compile material and publish books. These
The College Glee Club will leave at
3n were Joseph Funk and Adams
six o'clock Thursday, November 30
They will sing at
t vidson, who were noted for their for Richmond.
music books.
eleven o'clock in the John Marshall
Dr. Wayland also cited the fact High School before the meeting of the
that from 1873-77, there was operat- Virginia Education Association.
At twelve-thirty they will sing in
ed at Bridgewater, the first modern
the
Richmond Hotel. They will renormal training school for teachers in
turn to Harrisonburg this same eveVirginia.
"There are a variety of conditions ning.
Another trip has been planned for
favorable to literary life in the Shenandoah Valley," said Dr. Wayland. December 10. There will be a joint
The natural scenery is one of the most concert with the Washington and Lee
inspiring factors in the literary life of Glee Club in the Lee Chapel at W.
the valley." Two other factors dis- and L. University on Sunday aftercussed by the speaker were the notable noon.
history of the valley and the variety of
race elements and religions in the valley WORLD POWER WILL GO
which is the chief factor in literary TO BACKWARD NATIONS
development, according to Dr. Wayland.
"The great world powers of tomorThe speaker spoke of several spec- row will rise from the so-called backtacular events in the valley's history, ward people of today," Professor John
which have been treated in literature. N. Mcllwraith, head of the history
Notable in this class is the crossing descrtment at the State Teachers Colof the Blue Ridge by Alexander Spotts- lege, declared in a speech Monday evewood and his company.
ning.
Dr. Wayland pointed out several
"The day is coming when China,
places of significance in the valley, India, Persia, and Turkey will .overand explained how each is notable in come the deficiencies which have made
history. Some pf these were Lexing- them backward and will follow the exton, Winchester, Greenway Court, the ample of Japan, who has used the mahome of Lord Fairfax and one of the chines and weapons and responded to
most romantic spots in the valley, the nationalistic attitude which have
Woodstock, New Market, which has made Europe master of the world."
been chief literary centers of the ShenProfessor Mcllwraith spoke at the
andoah Valley, Staunton, HarriscW- monthly meeting of the local branch
burg, and Singers Glenn, where a great of the American Association of Unimany music books have been published. versity Women in Alumna; Hall, State
"In more recent years, Dayton, Teachers College.
Strasburg, and Staunton have been
The first premise for the conclusions
the most active centers in the Shen- of his speech was that European naandoah Valley as far as productive lit- tions are unable to co-operate.
(Continued on Page Four)
"The World Court is a political instrument," he declared, "and the
FRESHMEN ARE FIRST
League of Nations is very sick. Russia
and the United States never joined.
IN PAYMENT OF DUES Japan
and Germany have withdrawn,
and Italy will make her decision about
The freshman class has the great- withdrawal on December 5 ItalyV
est paying spirit or, perhaps, wealth withdrawal is likely, since Mussolini beas revealed during the recent class pay lieves that the League has lost its effecday held Thursday, November 16.
tiveness and that its very principle is,
The winning class leads in payment absurd.
"A French newspaper speaks of the
of its dues, which are 3 5 cents quarterly, with a total of $35.80, accord- constant meetings of academic talks
ing to information given by Ethel at Geneva, and says that this road to
Harper, treasurer of the senior class. peace is already discredited. The
Sophomore dues paid total $27.00; League of Nations has almost ceased to
senior, $18.00; and junior, $9.45. be a factor in maintaining the peace of .
Sophomore and senior class dues are the world."
50 cents each quarter while the junior Professor Mcllwraith pointed out the
class, like the freshman class have dues failure of the disarmament conferences
(Continued on Page Four)
of 3 5 cents each quarter.
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POETRY

Member Virginia Intercollegiate Press
FRIDAY
Association and Associated Collegiate
The discovery of America by CoPress
lumbus was the theme of the four-act
Published weekly by the student body play which was presented in chapel
on Friday, November 17, by the sixth
of the State Teachers College,
TOM SAYS:
grade of the Main Street school. The
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Just one more month then we'll
children, who were in costume, enactSubscription Price . . . $2.00 a Year ed scenes of the court of Ferdinand hang up our stockings for Santa
ancj Isabella, the setting out for tfte Cl
Editor-in-Chief
new
world, the near mutiny dishipSARAH LEMMON
board, and the landing at San Salvador,
Pat had gone back home to Ireland,
Business Manager
October 12, 1492.
and
was telling about New York.
COURTNEY DICKINSON
"Have you such tall buildings in
Managing Editor
ALICE KAY
MONDAY
America as they say, Pat?" asked the
With Gladys Farrar, president, in parish priest.
Asst. Editor
EUGENIA TRAINUM
"Tall buildings, ye ask, sur?" reCampus Editor
\. VIRGINIA COX charge, the Y. W. C. A. conducted
chapel
exercises
Monday,
November
plied
Pat. "Faith sur, the last one I
EDITORIAL STAFF "
20. Janie Shaver, president of Alpha worked on we had to lay on our
LOUISE BORUM
ELIZABETH BY*ATERS
Chi chapter of Kappa Delta Pi, an- stomachs to let the moon pass."
FRANCES LA NEAVE ELSIE MALLORY
nounced the new Kappa Delta Pi canCATHERINE CARTEE DOROTHY MAIRS
GOLDIE COHEN
MYRA PHIPPS
didates, who were dressed in white
The lady shopper had ordered about
MILDRED FOSKEY
ALBERTINA RAVENHORST
and, who took seats at the front of everything hauled down from the
MARY GOODMAN
JOYCE REILLY
the auditorium as their names were shelves.
LOUISE HOWERTON
MARY SPITZER
MARGARET JAMES
ELIZABETH THRASHER
called.
"I don't see just the right thing,"
Alyce Geiger gave a reading, Un- she decided at last. "I want to surprise
BOARD OF MANAGERS
JULIA COURTER
DOROTHY LIPSCOMB awares, by Emma Laut, and Lois Bish- my husband on his birthday."
ANNE DAVIEJ
ELIZABETH WARREN op sang The little Winding Road.
"Well," suggested the exhausted and
■Mildred Foskey concluded the pro- disgusted salesman, "why don't you
TYPISTS
Irma Cannon, Irene Dawley, Joyce Lea, Polly gram with a piano solo, Meditation.
hide behind a chair and yell 'boo' at
Schuler, Polly Stcphenson.
him?"

CAMPUS jj]

MOODS
I am the driving rain . ..
Beating out my life
Against the closed window
Of your heart.

Here it is Friday again. The weeks
are truly going by fast now. Just
think, pals, Christmas will soon be
I am a purple moth . . .
here, and we'll all be going home to
Imprisoned in a net
our true loves. I can hardly wait, can
Made of four fingers
you?
And a thumb.
Coming down to this fiddle business,
I think we should change the song
I am a tiny violet . . .
"Gypsy Fiddles are Playing',' to "H.
With face upturned to gaze
T. C. Fiddles are Playing"; it Would
At a lovely silver star ...
be more appropriate if you ask me.
Your soul.
They tell me this fiddle business start—LOUISE CLOUD. ed in Richmond one week-end after
a V. P. I. football game. I wonder
why. Ask "Ev"; maybe she knows,
Green waters . . .
Light and shadow in fantastic patterns or Pam. Somebody should know why
it started.
'Neath them.
Six little girls traveled down to
Nyiad ferns dipping frothy fingers
Richmond last week-end, and all of
In the pool.
Smooth pebbles catching bits of sun them came back with rose-buds. Believe me, some young men were very
On the sands.
Arbutus—chaste against an old tree- generous. It's a shame there aren't
more like them.
trunk
Old "Lib" Maddox looked pretty
Close by.
happy over the week-end. I guess she
Tree-top raphsody of spring—
had a reason to, at that.
And content.
I SEE BY THE PAPERS
There's a song called "Love is the
—MARY GLOVER.
Lou: "I knew an artist once who
Sweetest Thing." There are a few
Northwestern University students painted a cobweb so realistically that
people here who think so anyway.
have the unusual rule of requiring that the maid spent several hours trying to
In the sky
Look at old "Liz" Carson, is she in
The Schoolma'am bazaar will be held
A great dark cloud
a student's picture must accompany get it down from the wall."
love? I reckon, and Dot Williams.
in the Big Gym tonight. How many
Moves slowly in
his theme in order that the professor
Gene: "Sorry dear, I just don't beThese are just two examples, but there
of us are going?
may know whose paper he is grading. lieve it."
Dignity,
are plenty more.
It is difficult for most of us who
—Rotunda.
Like some majestic
Lou:
"Why
not?
You
know,
arSo long until next week. Swish!
are away at school to pick up little
Chariot of state
tists have been known to do such
o
Christmas gifts. We have, perhaps,
Drawn by invisible
The faculty at West Liberty Col- things."
neither the time nor the money to shop
PRESS CONVENTION
lege, West Liberty, West Virginia has
Steeds.
Gene: "Yes, but not maids."
carefully down town and the School(Continued from Page One)
adopted a new grading system. In—ECINREB POOLS.
ma'am staff brings to us the opportunstead of the usual "A. B. C." method
In
the afternoon, addresses were
Junkman: "Any rags or other
ity to purchase gifts. They do us a
they used the following: A—excellent, junk?"
made
by
Franklin M. Reck, assistant
service, and at the same time expect
NOVEMBER
B—good, C—fair, D—passing, F—
managing
editor of the American Boy
Man of the house: "No, my wife's
us to do them one.
failing,
and
I—incompetent.
Magazine,
and John E. Allen, editor of
away."
A school annual is an expensive proIt is the month of greying skies
—The Trumpet.
the
Linotype
News. Friday night the
Junkman: "Any bottles?"
position. It takes all the money the
And the strong dark silhouettes of
Quill
and
Scroll
banquet was held and
staff can get and then some to publish
leafless trees,
delegates
visited
Natural Bridge.
John
Powell,
the
greatest
living
the year book. If we want our anHusband: "That man is about the Of the quiet beauty of bare branches
American
pianist
and
one
of
the
Saturday,
addresses
were made by
nual, we must help it even as it helps
ugliest person I ever saw."
caressing the clouds,
world's
foremost
composers,
will
be
Harold
Bell,
of
the
West Virginia
us.
Wife: "Not so loud, dear, you for- Secure, serenely calm, in their own slim
Pulp
and
Paper
Co.,
and
C. D. Hurt
We expect to see you all at the presented in concert at Randolph-Ma- get yourself."
loveliness
con Woman's College on December 11.
of
the
Stone
Printing
and
Manufacturbazaar tonight.
Stripped of the color and warmth of
John Powell is a native of Virginia.
ing Co., Roanoke.
their foliage,
"Why,
dad,
this
is
roast
beef!"
ex—The Sun Dial.
At 2:30 o'clock the delegates were
claimed Willie at dinner one evening, Free to stand alone with gray arms
To some girls, it may seem that we
the
guests of the athletic department
lifted to the windy sky . . .
when a guest was present.
have innumerable clubs and organiza"College
students
know
too
little
at
a
gridgraph of the Washington and
"Of course," said his father. "What These are the days of gray and silver
tions on campus. But is this really
about
the
government
of
their
counLee-Central
College football game.
That
lie
like
a
weight
of
pain
upon
true? Several years ago, we had almost
of that?"
The
convention
banquet was held at
try.
As
a
general
rule
they
have
only
the
heart
"Why, you told mother this mornthe same clubs to serve half the numthe
faintest
idea
as
to
how
the
federal,
7:15
o'clock,
with
Professor Mapel as
Too
fragile,
too
beautiful,
to
bear.
ing
that
you
were
going
to
bring
an
ber of girls we now have. Unless
—WINIFRED WARREN. toastmaster, and Dr. Francis Pendleton
these clubs greatly enlarge their mem- state and city administration function. old mutton-head home for dinner this
F. M. Whiting, recently appointed evening."
Gaines, president of Washington and
bership, which is hardly feasible, many
postmaster
of
Berkeley,
California,
Lee as principal speaker.
girls will have no opportunity to parstates
that
university
graduates
too
ofBLUE
SMOKE
RISES
ticipate in extra-curricula activities.
Polly Stephenson: "Ginger Ale."
life and waited my time of bearing,
It is only too true now that a few ten are unprepared for government
Waiter: "Pale."
Blue
smoke
rises
against
the
bare
And
watched patiently, as now, to see
posts.
girls work in many things. Do we
Polly: "No, just a glass."
how
branches
of
trees
grown
old
with
"I
do
not
propose
that
all
students
need more organizations?
Blue smoke rises.
winter.
Freshmen and sophomores have very should major in political science, but. "Gimme change for a dime," said
Gray
clouds
hang
above,
heavy
with
all
should
at
least
take
one
course
from
little chance to show leadership. And
a fraternity man one bright Sunday
pregnancy of cold wet and snow. Blue smoke rises against the verdant
so many of them leave after two years which may be gained a knowledge of in September.
Gray
hills roll beyond with weary, endcolor of treAs grown gay with
the
fundamentals
underlying
the
without ever having had the oppor"O. K., Buddy," says the paper boy,
less
monotony.
autumn.
tunities that really make up half the American government, that they may "and I hope you enjoy the sermon."
I sit and shiver and think and rock A brazen sky beats down with burnbenefits of college. Is there nothing apply their knowledge when it is
ing, scering heat.
myself from gray dawn to gray
needed.
that can be done about this?
The only thing harder than a diadusk.
Golden
hills laugh back through wav"Campus student government has
Our organizations, conducting memmond
is
paying
for
it.
ering
waves of heat, simmering.
I
sit
and
shiver
and
think
of
many
bership under the bid system, are many merits for it creates a definite
winters
of
cold
and
storm;
I
sit
and
fan myself and rock and feel
strictly limited in character. But aren't interest in executive matters, developes
Dot. W.: "Where did you learn Of many winters of building fires and
the joy of heat and color.
initiatve
and
introduces
students
to
there many girls on campus intensely
those words?"
watching, while
I sit and fan and feel the hilarity of
interested ia the work of these clubs, the preliminaries of politics.
Kitty Smoot: "Shakespeare uses Blue smoke rises.
the dancers at a masquerade,
—The
Cadet.
girls who never get a chance to bethem."
Their vivid life and light and motion,
long? They have some talent, usually,
Dot. W.: "Well, don't play with Blue smoke rises against the tender Their love of careless action,
Faculty members are human, after him."
that may be worth developing, only
green of trees grown young with Twirling on toes that move as airily as
they never have anyone to develop it. all. The dean of Gettysburg Colspring.
Blue smoke rises.
Would it be possible to have a second lege, on leaving a college dance, found
"This is going to wear me out," Transperant, hesitant blue shines overorganization of like character, un- his car occupied by a couple inter- said the pencil when the professor
head, with half-promise of deeper Blue smoke rises against the trees of
ested only in love's young dream- started grading the freshmen papers.
limited in membership?
all the seasons.
blue.
Most of our clubs are honorary in Tipping his hat to them, he took his
Pale green peeps from hill to hill, call- Great sky stretches overhead in many
character. Only the best get into wife and walked her home.
You say that if a millionaire
ing the earth to waken.
and varying moods.
—Grapurchat.
them. But what about those who are
Should happen to propose to you,
I sit and watch and rock and wish Hills roll still, content with each new
next best? Foundation organizations
You'd turn him down for love of
for youth, and life, and love.
condition.
should be possible. At Harrisonburg
An investigation made by one of
me.
I
sit
and
watch
and
wish
for
days
that
I
sit
and watch and rock, and through
they seem almost necessary to give our the northern colleges shows that we
You'd be that true?
were,
my
mind flow many fancies.
800 students the opportunities they have six million college graduates, and
For
springs
when
life
was
new
and
I
sit
and
watch and rock through all
should have from college.
exactly the same number of unemploy"What is your favorite book?"
love
was
new;
of
old
age,
If you are a member of one of these ed. Cheering thought!
"It has always been my bankbook And there, as if set free on wings of And think and wish and feel, and reorganizations, surely you see what we
"I wish I was a little egg,
but even that is lacking in interest."
new love,
member other days,
mean. I f you are not a member, you
Away up in a tree,
Blue
smoke
rises.
And
know that after I am dead it still
must feel what we mean. Get your
A sitting in my little nest
Liz.
(at
circus")!
"What's
that
shall
be that
heads together. Can't we do someAs bad as I could be.
queer
sound
I
just
heard?"
Blue
smoke
rises
against
the
leafy
green
Blue
smoke
rises.
thing?
I wish that you would come along,
Bill: "That's the circus ring."
of trees grown lush with summer.
—CLYDE HELLEN SCHULER.
And stand beneath that tree;
o
Brilliant turquoise gives the sky a subThe University of Pittsburgh has
Then I would up and burst myself
The university of Oklahoma footstance, a subtle firmness of being.
The student employment bureau at
been placed in one tall skyscrapper,
And spatter Thee with Me."
ball team gained a half mile on for- Green hills reach upward with life Harvard University has started a
The Cathedral of Learning. The only
—grapurchat.
ward passes alone during the 1932
flourishing in and above them. . course in window washing.
campus will be a roof garden.
season.
I
sit
and sip cool tea and rock and re*
A junior in the college of engineermember other summers.
A study of scholastic averages at
Students in India comprise 3.5 per ing at the University of Nebraska acThe only utility for grades at the I sit and sip and remember younger Temple University revealed that
cent of the population. There are 227,- cumulates enough revenue repairing University of Chicago is for purposes
summers as lush
membership in a Greek letter organi189 schools there.
watches to put him through school.
of transfer to other institutions.
When I, too, was heavy with growing zation was not a handicap to a student.
■ ills.
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Vera Austin, Dorothy Ayers, Wilma
Bailey and Kitty Smoot were the house
guests of Mrs. A. E. Wilkenson and
her daughter, Dorothy, last week-end
in Richmond.
*
*
*
Mary Page Barnes and Julia Courter
visited Mrs. F. O. Lankford last weekend at her home in Shenandoah.
*
*
*
Noreen Beamer went to Broadway
last week-end to visit Mr. G. W. Cook.
*
*
sFrances Bowman was the week-end
guest of Miss Kathryn Peters at
Bridgewater College, Bridgewater.
'»
*
*
The following girls were invited to'
Sunday night supper at Dr. and Mrs.
Huffman's; Catherine Bauserman, Evelyn "Eckhardt, Gertrude Ashenfelter,
Ruth iBehrens and Helen Shutters.
*
*
*
Katherine Burnette, Mary Moore
Davis and Margaret Fitzgerald were
visitors in the Children's Home last
Sunday afternoon.
*
«•
*
Miss Elizabeth Bush had as her weekend visitor, Eleanor Bird Cook.

spend the week-end. Dorothy was the
guest of Miss Virginia Smith, Ethel
went to her home and Margaret visited
Mrs. Cather.
*
»
*
AT HOME
The following girls went home last
week-end> Maryelia Armentrout, Anna
Bailey, M. Lucretia Belate, Hazel
Bricker, Elizabeth Burner, Elizabeth
By waters, Ethel Cooper, Bertha Cooper, Hattie Courter, Marie Craft, Margaret Dorset, Mary Lee Dovel, Ethel
Driver, Ruth Early, Louise Dresscal,
Evelyn Eckhardt, Hazel Fitzwater, Ina
Glick, Ethel Harper, Anna Harris,
Eleanor Harrison, Pauline Hawkins,
Dorothy Helmintoller, Rives Hiner,
Vivian Holmes, Mollie Sue Hull, Marion James, Mary Bardley Jones, Virginia Jones, Alice Kay, Hazel Koontz,
Belle Krieger; Helen Le Lueur, Harriet Linger, Mabel Love, Marjorie McCutcheon, Douglas MacDonald, Helen
Marston, Lucy Marston, Mary E. Martin, Victoria Mauzy, Emilt Miller,
Genevieve Miller, Josephine L. Miller, Frances O. Pence, Ophelia Printz,
Rose Ratcliffe, Mary Shankle, Pauline
Slaughter, Helen Stansbury, Lilia
Stinchfield, Eleanor Studebaker, Mary
E. Thompson, Margaret Tobin, Elizabeth Topping, Dorothy Williams, Dorothy Wilkenson, and Jane Withrow.

Elizabeth Cosby spent the week-end
in the home of Mrs. M. M. Owen
AT CAMP
University, Virginia.
*
*
*
Nila Crizer accompanied Helen
The following girls and student
Stansbury to her home in Richmond council members "went to camp last
last Saturday to spend the week-end. week-end: Alma Ruth Beazley, Patsy
Campbell, Mildred Cross, Anne Davies,
Goldie Cohen, Annette Cohen, Bes- Courtney Dickenson, Gladys Farrar,
sie Glasser, Mary Goodman, Pauline Inez Graybeal, Alice Haley, Emma
Gutes, Betty Herzog, Betty Jacobs and Henry, Hilda Hisey, Ruby McCloud,
Sylvia Kamsky were the Sunday night Eunice Meeks, Elizabeth Snyder, Elizsupper guests of Dr. and Mrs. Sch- abeth Warren, Eleanor Whitman,
Hazel Wood.
wanfeld.
*
*
*
Doris Elliot and Elizabeth Page visThe following girls entertained their
ited Miss Bernice Smith at her home parents on campus last week-end:
Catherine Bauserman, Elizabeth Mcin Greenville last week-end.
*
*
•
Guffin, Mary Belle Boden, Frances
Mrs. S. E. Matthews entertained the Brumback, Elizabeth Daniel, Elizabeth
following girls last week-end at her iMaddox, Josephine R. Miller, Julia
home in Staunton; Catherine Mat- Van Horn, Helen Martz, Katherine
thews, her niece, Louise Garner and Liggett, Bertha Jenkins, Marie Boyer,
and Annie Williams.
Frances Pigg.
*
*
»
»
*
•
Billye Milh.es and Helen Williams
Frances Anne Giles was the weekend visitor of Mrs. W. A. Harnsburger were the past week-end guests of Mrs.
at her home in Staunton.
S. C. Hopkins in McGaheysville.
*

June Gulliford attended the V. P.
I.-U. of Va< game and dance last weekend in Charlottesville.
*
»
*
Janet Baker was the Sunday guest
of Ethel Driver at her Mt. Sidney
home.
*

*

si-

Helen Gillum and her mother were
the Sunday visitors of [Mr. T. E.
Yancey in McGaheysville.
*
*
*
Mildred Hilton was the house guest
of Mrs. S. W. Tanner in Covington.
*
*
»
Margaret Hopkins and Myrtle Jonson were the week-end guests of Miss
Ann Staples and Miss Geneva Peters at
Fredericksburg State Teachers College.
«■

*

*

Amarylas Homan motored over to
Augusta Military Academy last Sunday afternoon with her parents.
*
*
*
Annie Kel!y spent the past week-end
with Marian James at her home in
Washington, D. C.
*
*
*
Helen Kumm went to Durkin, West
Virginia, to spend the week-end with
Mrs. J. G. Willhide.
*
*
*
Sarah Lemmon accompanied Alice
Kay to Waynesboro to spend the weekend at her home.
*
»
*
Dorothy Lipscomb, Margaret Mears
and Ethel Harper motored to Winchester with Mrs. H. M. Cather to

~~9

V~

Mildred Johnson spent last Sunday
in the home of Genevieve Miller in
Broadway.
*
•
*
Pam Parkins was the Sunday guest
of her aunt, Mrs. C. V. Parkins, at her
home in Fort Defiance.
*
*
*
Mary Parker spent the week-end at
the Maples with her mother who is
from Havana, Cuba.
*

jt

*

Madeline Newbill was a Sunday
visitor in Staunton at the home of
Mrs. Goodloe.
*
*
*
Mrs. Pearl Moody took the following girls to Bridgewater last Saturday
afternoon: Catherine Garber, Imogene
Whittington, and Margaret Tate.
*
*
*
Alva Rice was in Dayton last weekend visiting at the home of Miss
Geneva Whitman.
«•
*
*
Virginia Saunders was invited to
Baltimore to be the guest of Miss Margaret Halligan last week-end.
"Babe" Simmerman had as her guests
ast Sunday Misses Thelma and Aubrey
Furrow, of Roanoke.
*
*
*
Katherine Steele was the guest of
her mother, Mrs. W. D. Steele, and
Mrs. C. D. Lane, at Mrs. Parr's Tourist
Inn last Saturday and Sunday.
*
»
*
Helen Shutters, Elizabeth Younger,
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Eleanor Haltzman, and Emeleen Sapp APROPOS OF NOTHING
WORLD NEWS
were the dinner guests of Miss Anna
Frances Funkhouser last Sunday at her
When I first came to H. T. C. I
The visit of Maxim Litvinoff came
home in Harrisonburg.
was
made very sad by the finding there to a climax last Week in the formal
*
*
»
were no dogs on campus. Such a
Naomi Stoutameyer spent last Sun- huge campus and not a dog in sight! recognition of RuSik.by the United
day in Centerville as the house guest And it didn't make me feel any better States. The two najBns have resumed relationships afterW5 years of diploof Mrs. W. L. Cupp.
when
I
discovered
that
there
were
litmatic silence. The question of debts
*
*
*
erally millions of cats. I used to like remains unsettled, since President RooMildred Townsend went to the home cats but after keeping what might be
of Louise Driscoll last week-end in called a cat farm, consisting of fifteen sevelt states that it will be impossible
to clear up affairs before Maxim LitMooreman's River.
or twenty puss-footers, for five years, vinoff sails. Discussions concerning
»
*
*
I cannot find it in my heart to love
Janet Baker was the Sunday guest them as I did. So dogs became my them will be actively continued by
officials of both countries.
of Ethel Driver at her home in Mt. favorite animal and I certainly was
. The United States is continuing its
Sidney.
not
afraid
of
becoming
tired
of
them
gold
buying policy which it inaugurat*
*
*
as there are none. Four years on a ed some time ago, in spite of severe
Helen Gillum and her mother were campus without a dog—Except of
criticism, and the resolution passed by
Sunday visitors of Mrs. T. E. Yancey course those hundreds grown weary
the United States Chamber of Comin McGaheysville.
by constant tramping to and from merce against inflation. The Treas«•
*
*
classes—T'was a sad thought. And ury also announced that it would supMildred Hilton was the house guest the more I reflected the worse the
port the bond market, with funds obof Mrs. S. W. Tanner in Covington. situation got.
tained from various governmental
*
*
*
However, soon I ceased worrying. agencies, such as the Postal Savings,
Margaret Hopkins and Myrtle John- You see I had found my pal. He was
Farm Credit Administration, etc. Dr.
son were the week-end guests of Miss a perfectly huge affair with a soft
O. M. W. Sprague, resigning as special
Ann Staples and Miss Geneva Peters at black nose, shaggy black and brown
Fredericksburg State Teachers College. hair and a nonchalant air about him. financial advisor to the Treasury, criticized these policies severely. He stated
*
s*
We liked each other at first sight and that "continuation of them would lead
Wilma Tucker visited Miss Marjorie desperate as I was, with sweet words
to inability to float new bond issues
Lutz last Saturday and Sunday at her and honeyed phrases I fastened that
and a collapse of governmental credit,
home in Orkney Springs.
dog to my apron string right then the direct result of which would be
*
*
*
and there. Oh, the good times we 'unrestrained inflation', with the govSue Wampler was the week-end used to have! If we ever looked for
ernment issuing fiat money to pay its
guest of Amarylia Armentrout at her each other, and by looking missed each
debts."
home in Elk ton.
other, he was always very sad about
The administration, in its avowed
*
»
»
it and I—well, my day was not com- attempt to raise the price of gold, is
Evelyn Watkins spent the past week- pleted without a lick from that gooey
undenyably lowering the price of the
end in Richmond as the guest of Miss red tongue. He always met me when
dollar in terms of other currencies.
Virginia Eubank.
I went out, unless of course there was
Secretary Woodin, on leave of ab*
»
*
a particularly nice juicy bone waiting sence in New York, said upon learning
Helen Witt was entertained in the for him. Sometimes even then he was
of Dr. Sprague's letter to the Presihome of Mrs. George Bywaters last quite noble and would walk part of
dent: "I must seriously criticize Dr.
week-end on Opequon.
the way home with me.
Sprague for the assertion he practically
*
*
*
And then came my disgrace. Re- made that the United States Treasury
Jessie Dunkum was entertained with member it has been a long time since
is placed in a position where it must
a birthday party in Sheldon Sunday I have petted cats. So, when I saw
borrow several million dollars from
night by Geraldine Potts, Velma this little black ball of fluff, of course
the people on bad securities. It imKarnes, Ella Mae Sutherland, and Mar- I picked him up and smiled at him in a
peaches Dr. Sprague's common sense."
garet Clark.
friendly way, unfortunately my pal
The Richmond Times-Dispatch, in
*
*
*
"Pup" chose that particular moment an editorial, makes this comment: "F.
Miss Wally Farinholt and Miss Eva to round the nearest corner. He took
D. is facing a severe test. 1st, SecHolland, former H. T. C. students in the sight at one glance, registered
tary Woodin is granted a leave of abwho are now teaching at Quantico, instant and complete disapproval. Imsence that amounts practically to a
were the week-end guests of Elizabeth mediately he turned his back and walkresignation; then Dean Acheson, a
Maddox and Florence Holland.
ed sedately away. As he disappeared 'sound-money' man, resigns; Under*
*
*
from view a noise which I am pleased secretary Morgenthau, for the 'ComAEOLIAN RECEPTION
to call a regretful sigh, emanated from modity dollar,' takes control. The
The Aeolian Club gave a reception his whiskers. I have not seen him
Chamber of Commerce criticizes the
on Wednesday night for all students since.
administration's 'financial experimentaking private lessons in music or voice
tations'. Dr. Sprague resigns in open
here at the college. The color scheme
MUSIC BOX
declaration war on the President's
of green and yellow was carried out by
policy. These three things mean that
flowers, candles, and refreshments.
Jean Thomas, the president of the open criticism exists to which PresiThose in the receiving line were: Mrs. American Folk Song Society, founddent Roosevelt must make serious anVera Melone Conrad, sponsor; Miss ed the society as a means of perpetuatswer. Mr. Roosevelt plainly intends
Edna Trout Shaeffer; Mildred Foskey, ing the ballads and folk songs of her
to press his 'commodity dollar'; right
president; Lois Bishop, vice-president; native Kentucky hills. She realized
or wrong, the right of decision is his."
Mary Page Barnes, secretary; Mary Sue that Indian and Negro culture were
The American Olympic Association,
Hamersley, treasurer; and Inez Gray- separate and distinct, but that the
composed of every major amateur
beal, chairman of program committee; Anglo-Saxon tradition was the one sports governing body of the counConway Gray poured coffee.
upon which American folk songs were try, Wednesday, held out the olive
Two fifteen minute programs were based. As Miss Thomas watched the
branch to Germany on the question of
rendered during the evening by the Charleston dancers and heard the jazz Jewish participation in sports and in
following members of the club: Inez of Broadway, she thought of the songs the Olympic games of 1936 at Berlin.
Graybeal, Josephine Miller, Aileen Sif- she had heard in the mountain cabins The motion, unanimously adopted, exford, Mary Page Barnes, and Lois as the family shelled corn or of the rol- presesd a hope that full freedom of
Bishop.
licking country dances and the Vir- participation would be given the JewAnother interesting, feature on the ginia reel. These songs and dances re- ish peoples in Germany, and promised
program was Mr. Fay Roberts Buch- flected a life that was vanishing.
American participation if this were
anon, a student of Mr. Nelson HuffMiss Thomas felt that her mission done.
Bnigadier-General
Sherrill,
man, Bridgewater College, who sang in life was to record these songs and American member of the International
several songs.
to get them before the public. She Olympic Committee, warned against
»
*
*
wrotp articles, sang ballads, and dis- the sending of this message to GerLANIER TEA
cussed her ideas with newspaper men many. Germany received the inforThe Lanier Literary Society spon- and theatrical managers. Finally she mation with amazement; their officials
sored a tea in Alumna: Hall on Wed- persuaded Roxy to help her introduce ask that Americans stand by the asnesday afternoon. Their colors, purple Jilson Setters, a blind fiddler, from surances given at Vienna: namely, that
and white, were carried out in the the Kentucky hills.
"in principle, Jewish athletes are not
color scheme by candles, flowers and
Jilson Setters was not easily per- to be excluded from the German
refreshments.
suaded. His wife helped Miss Thomas Olympic team."
Officers and sponsors, who were in to presuade him to go. He was much
Virginia is actively trying to settle
the receiving line were: Eleanor Wil- impressed by the fact that the train her liquor control question, with the
kins, president; Miss Elizabeth Cleve- stayed on the tracks. Despite his Liquor Control Commission debating
of Women; Mary V. Montgomery, mountain ways, he held his head high, vigorously on a secret "tentative" draft
land, sponsor; Mrs. A. B. Cook, Dean carrying a straw basket on his arm of a control bill, drafted by a subvice-president; Douglas MacDonald, and his violin carefully wrapped in an committee. No conclusions have been
secretary; and Ann Moore, treasurer. oilcloth bag.
reached as yet. While repeal is not yet
Marietta Melson and Kathleen CarHe sang over the radio and made here, the state intends to be ready for
penter poured tea.
records of his songs. After a doctor it when it comes.
o
■
had partially restored his eyesight, Miss
Senator Woodson, in a speech at
Because of numerous gate crashes at Thomas took him to London, where Richmond, Monday night, expressed
their athletic contests, Univeristy of huge crowds gathered to hear him.
strong opposition to the adoption of
Kentucky officials have erected a sixLater Miss Thomas brought out a hard and fast laws concerning liquor
foot barbed wire fence around their collection of ballads known as Devil's control. He thinks that the problem
stadium.
Ditties; she founded and became presi- could be better managed by leaving the
dent of the American Folk Song So- regulation in the hands of a reputable
The Brackety-Ack of Roanoke Col- ciety which numbers among its mem- control board. One of the suggestions
lege warns students that the original bers Ida Tarbell, Carl Sandburg, and that he made was that farmers be almean men who go around tickling Percy McKaye.
lowed to have their surplus apples
dogs just to see them scratch are only
Miss Thomas became known to the made into brandy at a local distillery,
psychology students applying what people of Kentucky as the "Traipsin' thus bringing to the farmers a distinct
they know.—Intercollegiate.
(Continued on Page Four)
raise in farm profits.
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MONDAY
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E2212:

MUSICAL SERVICE HELD
AT METHODIST CHURCH

,.i.i.

Letter's Aren't Such a Labor of

Love with
Next Sunday morning at 11 o'clock
Blissfully unaware of an impending
at the Methodist Church, South there
test one strolls half awake into class
Better Writing Equipment
will be an unusual musical service,
on Monday morning. How true the old
which will include a chorale—ImpioHY. TONE STATIONERY
saying, "Ignorance is bliss" can be on
visation, "Wonderful King" by KargMonday morning./-With benign smile
Latest Style
Elert, for Organ, Trumpets, Tromthe- professor hands out a paper which
TOMOR ROW— (Saturday)
bone, Tympani and cymbals.
one
innocently
reads.
Memories
of
FOUNTAIN PENS
Frankic Darro
Dorothy Coonan
Vera Melone Conrad is the OrganSunday thrills keep the doomed one
and Thousands of Boys and Girls in
LEE
ist and Choir Director.
"WILD BOYS OF THE ROAD"
in a "dreamy paradise where educational
Williamson Drug Co.
At a brief business meeting of Lee
laws
can
have
no
terror.
The
unsusMONDAY and TUESDAY
Literary Society, a committee con■BSEI3S2SI3XE3S:sa3XEHE
Ruth Chatterton
George 'Brent
pecting one is caught and held by a sisting of Lois Bishop and Mary Belate
WORLD POWER
Together Again in
feeling of horror as she realizes that was appointed to arrange for the stunt
(Continued from Page One)
••FEMALE"
the piece of paper is what is generally for the bazaar.
and stated that the major powers were
WEDNESDAY
known as a "pop" test. Why, how
JOHN W. TALIAFERRO
spending more on armaments today
Lionel Atwill
Gloria Stuart
could anyone be so cruel?
than
ever
before
in
their
history.
He
AND SONS
LANIER
Paul Lukas
William Janney
"I'll just write something to spite
spoke
of
the
failure
of
the
economic
"SECRETS OF THE BLUE ROOM"
'
JEWELERS
In a called meeting on Saturday the
that old thing!" is this unlucky stuExpert Watch and Jewelry
Laniers
appointed the hostess and com- conferences, the last of which came to
THURSDAY, FRHAY, SATURDAY
dent's threat as she vindictively tears
an end after President Roosevelt sent
Repairing
The Greatest of all Musical Pictures
mittee
for
the-tea
to
be
given
Wedpaper from her notebook and scribbles
Raymond Moley to London to maintain
"FOOTL1GHT PARADE"
3)
nesday
afternoon
in
Alumna:
Hall
for
Stars, Gorgeous Girls and Music
C a few unrelated thoughts. Then, with
the interests of this country.
the new girls.
MIDNIGHT PREVIEW WEDNESDAY
y a sigh of relief she signs her name and
"The pledge of friendship between Svaxsunxnnfwxxnnanvnmurmi
leaves the room.
Germany
and France at Locarno in
ALPHA
Monday has been called "blue" so
1925 was a joke," the speaker said.
The J. C. Deane Studio
One group of Alpha is studying the
often the phrase has become trite but
Over McCroy's Jc & 10c Store
"The
Kellogg-Briand
Peace
Pact
of
Experienced Operators
Phone 70
this was a "black" Monday. The circles modern short story. At the meeting 1928 is a mere scrap of paper.
Is Giving One 5x7 Enlargement
under the student's eyes were black. on Friday evening, Frances O. Pence
Modern Beauty Salon
FREE
"All of these efforts have failed for
The looks she gave her teacher were read two criticisms of Booth Tarking- the same reason—national self interHARRISONBURG, VA.
from
each
roll
brought to us for
black. But this particular student saw ton's work, Louise Faulkner read an est. Europe is still a jungle world in
121 S. Main Street
finishing!
answering selection from his wellNext door to Mick or Mack
red.
•
which every one is for himself. It is
known
book,
Seventeen.
KODAK FANS, do you know that all
The same unlucky victim was scarce
intensely nationalistic."
. films bought from us and finished by
seated again before an avalanche of
With reference to the expansion of [ us,- we give you a 25% reduction on
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
practically overwhelmed her.
the finished work and also give a 1x7
Europe territorially, Professor McllS\x\\\\\\\\\\\\w\\\w\\\\ papers
Enlargement FREE?
Continuing the study of French life wraith said that more than half of the
^
Visions of another test caused her to
' Home-made Candies Delicious Drinks
Over McCroy's Jc & 10c Store
waken partially from her dream-like and customs Le Cercle Francais gave world's surface and a billion human
H
haze. But it was only a test which the following program at its meeting beings were under European domina- tsmmaxtmmmxmammt^^
I "The Sweetest Place in Town"
had aged beautifully with a D on it for Monday, November 20. Les Gouv- tion. Every man, woman and child
a month. Why should such encourag- ernements depuis I'Armistice—Henri- in Great Britain has ten colonial subKxsexxxxxxxxxxxxxsxxxxxsxxx
ing news come to her on such a morn- etta Manson; Le Soldat Inconnu—Ger- jects. For every acre in France there
JULIAS
aldine Fray; Ecole Obligatoire Jusqu'a are twenty in the French colonies.
J Candyland Restaurant and ing? Fate simply should not sbe so Quatorze Ans—Augusta Bishop.
ordered!
Italy is one sixth as large as her cola
Confectionery
These articles were obtained from onies; Portugal one twenty-third and
In her next and last class she may
have fared better or worse—all de- the French newspaper Le Petit journal Belgium one eighteenth. The nations
AUGUSTAS JULIAS, Owner
pending upon
one's viewpoint. which is received in the reading room. of Western Europe are dwarfs beside
Throughout
the
lecture
hour she held
their colonial possessions.
4 Next to Theatre
Harrisonburg, Va.
her head erect. Yet one would have
FRANCES SALE CLUB
"These colonies are becoming nationbeen wiser if he had seen her eyes—
A twenty-minute play entitled ally-minded and restless under Euroeyes which were sheltered by her hand. "Home to Mother" was presented at pean domination," he said. "And with XXXSXXX3XSSXXXXX%S%SXXX3SXX
<v
Here her eyes were closed but mak- the Tuesday meeting of the Frances the European nations unable to coREADY- TO-WEAR
ing a desperate battle to stay open. Sale Club. The characters in this short operate and continually at one anothTHE PARISIAN
And after chapel! Gone were all dialogue were: !Mrs. Gorden, Patsy er's throats, what of the future? We
MILLINERY
SHOES
the thrills, fun, and nonsense that Campbell; Mr. Gorden, Frances Jolly; can see a challenge to the domination
COATS, DRESSES, SWAGGER
made
her
remember
Sunday.
Only
a
SUITS—MILLINERY
daughter Lucille, Annie Williams; her of European civilization. Steadily and
HOSE
gray-black Monday remained.
husband, Billye Milnes.
surely the so-called backward nations
56 So. Main Harrisonburg, Va.
And the day was only half gone.
Virginia Hiscy in a short talk pre- are, borrowing not only superficial
Always at Reasonable Prices
o
sented the aims of an ideal Frances traits of European civilization, but alALUMNAE
Sale Club.
so European methods of industry, war,
Business was conducted by Rebecca government and education.
"India has 320 millions of people to
The following Alumna girls were Bennett, president of the club. Room
Introducing
21
in
Ashby
and
Room
3
in
Sprinkle
the
44 of Great Britain, China has
Harrisonburg, Va.
week-end guests: Eva Holland,
SPRINGTIME IN PARIS
House
were
announced
as
being
win400
millions
to
the
38
of
France.
As
"Wally" Fairnholt, and Dorothy
ners of honorable mention in the re- one writer says, the great powers of
COSMETICS
Shrum.
cent contest among freshman dormi- Europe today are pigmies who are prod,
By BOURJOIS
::::::::
Margaret Hannah was a week-end tories for the best arranged room held ding giants into activity."
We invite you to inspect this
guest of Minnie Myrtle Johnson on by the club.
THE BARGAIN PLACE I
The Frances Sale Club will offer a
November 11.
MUSIC BOX
new poular line of toilettries
The lowest price in the City for p
prize to the home economics freshman
(Continued from Page Three)
making
the
highest
scholastic
average,
READY-TO-WEAR
SHOES ||
Prudence Spooner, a graduate of
HOSTETTERS CUT
Woman" because she was stenographer
beginning
in
the
winter
quarter.
1933 is now living in Harrisonburg.
and FURNISHINGS
for a court which travelled from one
RATE STORE
Lucy Warren Marston was appointsettlement to another. She was also
MrY Peyton Berry, formerly Martha ed chairman of a committee to pro- called the "short writer" because she
!.'! ! '. '. '. '. '. '. ".
Franklin a graduate of 1933, is living vide a stunt for the Schoolma'am carried a portable typewriter everybazaar. Martha Young was appointed
in New York City.
where she went. People loved and
chairman of a committee to provide
BREEZE IN
trusted her. She took part in the fesEmily Bushong, a graduate of 1933, sandwiches for the Aeolian reception. tivals and celebrations of the mounQUALITY -|- SERVICE is teaching at Radford high school,
FRIDDLES RESTAURANT
tain people, their weddings, apple butALPHA
Radford,
Virginia.
ter
boilings,
quilting
parties.
AND
IS OUR MOTTO
Alpha Literary Society, Group I,
Everything that she did led to her
SODA SANDWICH SHOPPE
When you have
ha us print your
DR. WAYLAND
had a most interesting program Friday dream of an American Folk Festival.
night, under the leadership of Martha As no one seemed willing to finance it,
(Continued from Page Onel
School Annual, Catalog, MagaEAT
DRINK
zine, Newspaper, or Printing of
erature is concerned," stated Dr. Way- Ann Russell, program chairman, Eu- three years ago she wrote, directed, and
AND HEAR THE
gene O'Neill's play, "Ila," was enact- financed the first American Folk Fesland.
any Kind—Your work looks
LATEST RECORDS
He cited a number of distinguished ed by members of the group. This play tival. Last year the Festival was held
writers who were born in the valley, came as the culmination of the study at Ashland, Kentucky. Interested
NEW, MODERN, and
In the Center of Everything ,
such as Hohn Eastman Cook, Phillip of O'Neill and was chosen by the pro- spectators came from all sections of
DIFFERENT
Pendleton Cook, William J. Showalter, gram chairman as one which would the country.
The banjo, guitar, accordian, Jew's
Woodrow Wilson, and Samuel. Smosk- best bring out the general characteristics
of
his
plays.
The
scene
is
laid
harp,
and dulcimer, the mountaineers
The
er, who was born at New Market, and
in
the
reaches
of
the
far
North
where
instruments,
were all represented, as
who ranks as one of the most prolific
VALLEY GIFT AND
Captain
Keeney,
in
search
of
whale
well
as
various
kinds of songs and
writers of the country. Among those
BOOK SHOP
great writers who were long residents oil, is icebound. The underlyingkheme dances exactly as they too|. place in the
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120 S. Main St.
of the valley but not natives are listed: of insanity so widely employed by cabins. The scenery for all of these
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
Margaret J. Preston, poet, G. E. Gor- O'Neill is portrayed in Mrs. Keeney, was the great outdoors; the curtain
don, poet and novelist, and Mary who, shut in by the solitude of miles was the sky; the stage was a simple
X3S3SS«3«W3OWX3S30O«X3SS«3C«XSOOC Johnson.
and miles of ice, becomes insane and pine board platform.
the play ends dramatically with her
seated at the organ frenziedly and
R0
maniacally playing.
FEATURING THIS WEEK
REMEMBER THE FOLKS
The cast included:
o
and bring them Christmas presents from our Novelty Shop of $1.00 0
Captain Keeney
Margaret Shank
Mrs. Keeney
Lois Sloop » and $1.95 gifts.
In case you haven't seen the announcements; we are giving four pieces
Joe, a harpooner
Evelyn Hughes
of flat silver with purchases of $10.00 or more. So save your saleBen, the cabin boy
Kitty Manby
checks.
The Steward
Doris Dungan
Members of the crew Rose Duggins
Harrisonburg's Greatest Ladies Hose Value Today
Jackie Cooke
o
Fo rthe first time in its history, the
University of California at Los Angeles is offering graduate work.
HBHHaaaaaaHKKa»aHaHffl:«HKaHH^^
PROGRAM
TODAY—(Friday)
Joel McCrea
Ginger Rogers
Marian Nixon
Andy Devine
In Vina Delmar'j Story
"CHANCE AT HEAVEN"
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